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Victim 1's wooden shed located in his rear garden has been
broken into and nothing believed to have been stolen. Nothing of
value left in the shed.
Garage at rear of property has been broken into. A bar which
keeps the door bolted shut appears to have been broken in order
to open the garage door. No sign of damage to door itself.
suspect stole victims phone from behind shop counter inside
shop.
by unknown suspect causing criminal damage to the victims
window at the venue by kicking a football at the window and
smashing the glass in the window
Rear windscreen smashed on victims vehicle by person(s)
unknown
Suspect has rammed a bin into the victims car causing damage.
male has smashed two of the restaurant windows
Suspect was allowed entry to his previously rented shop to clear it
out. During the time he was there he damaged a lock and a door.
Group of youths seen pushing against a glass pane of Morden
bus stop. Glass pane removed and lying on the floor on police
arrival. Not smashed and intact. No trace of group..
Suspect thumped counter with his fist causing it to break.
Apparently between times shown unknown suspect/s removed
and stole child's battery operated car from front garden and left
venue undetected.
By unknown person stealing the victims walking stick from
location whilst setting up for a boot fare
by unknown person picking up forgotten phone in bank and
retaining it
Portable locked bike box broken into and two bikes stolen from
inside.
In the early hours of the morning has had set of keys taken from
moped padlock that victim had left parked outside home address
he was visiting.
by an unknown suspect taking victim 1's bird bath from the garden
at the venue shown undetected
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Theft From M/V

By suspect taking the property as listed from the victims bike at
the venue.
Unknown suspect removed a wheelie bin from side of house
without owners consent.
theft of bricks off drive way

KINGSTON ROAD

Victim 1 was attacked by three unknown males to him. Before the
attack, threats were made asking for victim 1's phone. Victim 1
has then been assaulted with injuries amounting to Grievous
bodily harm
By unknown suspects approaching four males that were sat in the
park. One of the suspects threatened the victims with a knife and
made them get off their bikes. Suspects have then taken three
bikes from the victims
victim parked his van outside the address he was working at,
came back two hours later and found his wallet stolen and his car
door unlocked
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Suspect unknown have smashed vehicle window and taken a
satnav from inside.
By person unknown taking motor scooter from venue during times
shown whilst the victim was away on holiday. The scooter was
locked but left on the driveway at location
Vehicles removed by unknown suspect and taken from drive
between 0030hrs-0700hrs on 09/8/16. No Keys taken.
Apparently between dates and times shown, unknown suspect/s
attempted to steal a parked, secured and unattended pedal cycle.
Cut and damaged cycle locks and left venue undetected.
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